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Re-issue of Dusty in Memphis (#p97414)
by countrycake » Thu Jun 07, 2012 1:52 pm

Atlantic in the US has a CD re-issue of Dusty in Memphis scheduled for 10 July 2012. Amazon in the
US and the UK have it listed, but neither site has a track listing, so I don't know whether it has just
the eleven album tracks or any additional material.

However, as Amazon UK and WowHD.co.uk both show WEA/Flashback as the issuing label rather
than Atlantic, I expect it will just be the bare album, particularly since the price quoted by WowHD
(formerly CD WOW!) is only £5.75.

Jim

Top

Re: Re-issue of Dusty in Memphis (#p97424)
by IWannaBeABluesSinger » Thu Jun 07, 2012 3:33 pm

I've said it before but I'll say it again - the only re-issue of DIM I want to hear is the one with the
tracks Dusty actually recorded to - not the altered string and horn section tracks on this album.

Maggie

Top

Re: Re-issue of Dusty in Memphis (#p97445)
by Kyles Beguiles » Thu Jun 07, 2012 6:21 pm

Thanks for sharing this news, Jim!

As the previous CD reissues (and even the vinyl) have contained bonus tracks, I would hope they do
include some bonus material. The tracks that Maggie mentioned would make great bonus material.

Didn't Paul Howes at one time say there would be a deluxe reissue of Memphis with tracks from
Decidedly Dusty? I believe that edition actually contained mono versions of the eight tracks issued
on singles as the bonus cuts.

Top

Re: Re-issue of Dusty in Memphis (#p97448)
by Kyles Beguiles » Thu Jun 07, 2012 6:35 pm

It would be great if Atlantic were to also remaster and reissue A Brand New Me on CD with bonus
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tracks. There are six later sessions (seven if "Sweet Charlie Babe" were to be recovered) and at
least two alternate takes beyond the original 10 track album that could be tacked on, plus the US
version of "What Good Is I Love You".

It would also be MARVELOUS if an engineer would heed Paul Howes' suggestion from the Dusty Bible
and sync Dusty's "Something For Nothing" vocal with the MFSB orchestral version and include it on a
future release.

Perhaps someday Atlantic will also issue the Jeff Barry tracks from 1971 as their own release rather
than attach selections to various reissues and compilations (interesting link:
http://popculturecantina.blogspot.com/2 ... t-two.html (http://popculturecantina.blogspot.com

/2006/02/dusty-springfield-part-two.html) scroll down to Dusty In New York The Lost Atlantic Records
Album). Oh to dream...

Top

Re: Re-issue of Dusty in Memphis (#p97449)
by boztiggs » Thu Jun 07, 2012 7:38 pm

that was a great article!!

neil 

Top

Re: Re-issue of Dusty in Memphis (#p97451)
by Kyles Beguiles » Thu Jun 07, 2012 8:28 pm

Thanks, Neil! I am a big fan of those Jeff Barry sessions and it was wonderful to read such authentic
background about them and to also identify the songwriters for certain tracks that were left
unidentified on the Memphis 1999 deluxe edition.

Top

Re: Re-issue of Dusty in Memphis (#p97452)
by countrycake » Thu Jun 07, 2012 8:36 pm

When I posted earlier today, I might have not been totally clear about why I was expecting this re-
issue to be simply the bare album, ie no bonus tracks. The reason is that the WEA Flashback series
tends to be very basic with no frills. Dusty has already had a CD issued in the Flashback series. It
was released in the States in 2003 under the title Son-of-a Preacher Man and Other Hits. It had only
10 tracks, seven of which were actually recorded for Atlantic with the remaining three having been
recorded by Philips in London after Dusty had signed with Atlantic for the US.

Jim

Top

boztiggs wrote:

that was a great article!!

neil 
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Re: Re-issue of Dusty in Memphis (#p97457)
by Kyles Beguiles » Thu Jun 07, 2012 10:28 pm

If the WEA Flashback edition does not contain bonus tracks but the sound quality is improved from
the previously released editions then I still would consider buying it. I hope that even a basic
release would at least include "What Do You Do When Love Dies" (either version), "Willie & Laura
Mae Jones" and "Hi Do Ho" - though any other exclusives would of course be grand and make this an
overall more enticing release for a wider audience.

Top

Re: Re-issue of Dusty in Memphis (#p97460)
by Kyles Beguiles » Fri Jun 08, 2012 7:06 am

If the following link is accurate then it will indeed be the basic 11-track album reissued on CD:
http://www.importcds.com/Music/2414896/ ... Memphis-CD (http://www.importcds.com/Music

/2414896/Dusty-Springfield-Dusty-In-Memphis-CD)

Top

Re: Re-issue of Dusty in Memphis (#p99996)
by loveemmy2016 » Sun Jul 22, 2012 3:33 pm

Thank you it would be nice to see all Dustys albums relaeased in nice covers, say digipacks
including the

unreleased Geoph Barry album and of course Longing. A few years ago the Bulletin said that they
were

releasing Dusty in Memphis with the 1968 DVD ATV show which i find very exciting.

I could be wrong but i think that i read in the Bulletin that within 5 years they re-release Dusty's
catalogue.

I notice from u tube that

there is a lot by Dusty that could be released on a fan cd.

Does anyone know if there will ever be a fan magzine for Dusty like the ~Dusty Bulletin..

On a personal level i am looking for Dusty Springfield fans, i'm usually in Sundays, i would to meet
friends

all around the world. I collect 12 inch singles by Dusty i am looking for a copy of the Christmas
album.

I would love 60s friends, i have a relationship, do a home degree, enjoy nature and cinema.

Thank You, love Robert xx

Top

Re: Re-issue of Dusty in Memphis (#p100144)
by Kyles Beguiles » Tue Jul 24, 2012 3:26 am
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Dusty's albums were reissued at various points in the 90s and 00s - some with bonus tracks, others
without. It is always nice to have them reissued, especially when remastered or padded with
additional tracks and previously unreleased material.

What is this regarding a DVD of the ATV series It Must Be Dusty? As far as I know, the master tapes
to that series were wiped and have yet to be recovered from secondary sources (e.g. international
transmission copies). I recall someone saying Memphis would be reissued with audio-only recordings
from her third BBC series (fourth overall) Decidedly Dusty but I am unsure what happened to those
plans.

Last edited by Kyles Beguiles (./memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=445) on Tue Jul 24,
2012 4:37 am, edited 1 time in total.
Top

Re: Re-issue of Dusty in Memphis (#p100145)
by Kyles Beguiles » Tue Jul 24, 2012 3:28 am

I purchased the Atlantic FLASHBACK reissue of Memphis and I can confirm it has no bonus material
and very basic packaging (the insert is a front and back cover with music credits. No original liner
notes/essay, no frills.

I am unsure as to the source of the audio masters or if it was remastered but the sound is stereo

loveemmy2016 wrote:

Thank you it would be nice to see all Dustys albums relaeased in nice covers, say

digipacks including the

unreleased Geoph Barry album and of course Longing. A few years ago the Bulletin said

that they were

releasing Dusty in Memphis with the 1968 DVD ATV show which i find very exciting.

I could be wrong but i think that i read in the Bulletin that within 5 years they re-release

Dusty's catalogue.

I notice from u tube that

there is a lot by Dusty that could be released on a fan cd.

Does anyone know if there will ever be a fan magzine for Dusty like the ~Dusty Bulletin..

On a personal level i am looking for Dusty Springfield fans, i'm usually in Sundays, i

would to meet friends

all around the world. I collect 12 inch singles by Dusty i am looking for a copy of the

Christmas album.

I would love 60s friends, i have a relationship, do a home degree, enjoy nature and

cinema.

Thank You, love Robert xx
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and clean.
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